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Abstract—Forwarding data packets in a wireless sensor network is a challenging task due to the energy hole problem
that affects the network’s operation. Taking into account path
vulnerability, i.e., a metric based on the transmission distance
and the energy left at the nodes’ batteries, an adjustable policy
is proposed here that allows nodes to choose different parent
nodes for forwarding their data packets towards the sink node.
Path vulnerabilities are propagated in the network with reduced
overall overhead (e.g., no need to continuously reconstruct
routing trees). As it is demonstrated here using simulation results,
the proposed forwarding policy increases the time period until
the first node runs out of energy when compared to other five
similar policies that appear in the literature. Throughput is also
increased and the proposed policy’s performance is close to the
other policies with respect to network lifetime, overhead and
latency.
Index Terms—Convergecast; Forwarding; Energy Consumption; Wireless Sensor Networks; Vulnerability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Large scale wireless sensor networks [1] have become
a feasible solution for monitoring applications due to recent advances in micro-electronics [2], allowing for hundreds
or thousands of small and inexpensive sensor nodes to be
randomly spread over large geographical areas. After their
deployment, sensor nodes form a wireless network with the
purpose of delivering the sensed data to a base station, also
known as the sink node. The network’s size is significantly
larger than the communication range, therefore, data have to
be relayed to the sink in a multi-hop fashion [3]. The network
pattern of collecting data from the entire network to the sink
is known as convergecast [4], in analogy to broadcast.
Due to the limited capacity of nodes’ batteries, energy
management is a critical issue in wireless sensor networks
[5], [6]. Data transmission from node to node is the dominant
factor in energy consumption and therefore, energy-efficiency
of convergecast is an extensively researched topic. Usually,
convergecast is accomplished by constructing a spanning tree
whose root is the sink node [7]. Each node forwards the
received data, along with the data generated by itself, to its
parent node, thus, the underlying tree is called forwarding
or routing tree [8]. Traditionally, tree construction is based
on a shortest-cost algorithm combined with a power-aware
metric for the edge cost [9]. The resulting tree consists of the

minimum cost paths, where cost of a path is the total sum of
the edges’ cost along the path. This approach has the advantage
of constructing only one tree during a network’s lifespan.
However, the fixed tree paths result in a much higher energy
consumption for nodes that happen to have many descendants,
known also as the energy hole problem [5].
In order to reduce the effects of this problem, a novel
forwarding policy is proposed here that does not necessarily
use the same paths during a network’s lifespan. Initially, a
shortest-cost tree is constructed and all nodes determine their
parent nodes accordingly. At regular time intervals (rounds),
nodes re-evaluate the vulnerability of possible paths and update their parent nodes. The vulnerability of a node depends
on its residual energy and the required energy for transmission
over the distance between the node itself and its parent node.
Vulnerability of a path is the maximum node vulnerability
along the path. Path vulnerabilities are propagated in a distributed manner by traversing each edge of the short-cost tree
only once. During each round nodes select their own minimum
vulnerability path. In that way data packets follow a path of
minimum maximum node vulnerability along the path, thus
the proposed policy is actually a min-max forwarding policy
[10].
The main characteristic of this policy is that there is no
need to construct an extensive number of trees for forwarding
purposes. Furthermore, the values of path vulnerability from
the sink node towards all nodes are propagated in an efficient manner. Simulation results are considered for evaluation
purposes and the proposed policy is compared against five
other forwarding policies that appear in the literature and
are described later in Section II. It is shown that under the
proposed policy the time until the first node expires due to
depleted battery is increased. On the other hand, the proposed
policy is the second best when network lifetime is considered
(i.e., a significant number of nodes fail such that the sensor
network is not operational anymore). It is also observed
that it is close to the particular policy which maximizes
network lifetime and significantly larger than the other four
policies. The comparison with respect to overhead and latency
demonstrates the fact that the proposed policy performs close
to the other policies.
In this paper, past related works are presented in Section II

and the required definitions in Section III. Section IV describes
the proposed forwarding policy and Section V presents the
simulation results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Several routing and/or forwarding policies have been proposed over the last two decades for wireless sensor networks
[6], [11]. Some are specifically designed for convergecast,
e.g. [12], [13], while some are general routing policies that
can be easily applied in convergecast, without any or with
minor modifications [14], [15]. A straightforward manner of
convergecast is the distributed construction of a shortest path
tree, with a power aware metric instead of the euclidean
distance [9]. Such a tree guarantees that each data packet
follows the minimum cost path, where the cost is defined
by some metric. This approach is adopted by the Minimum
Transmission Energy (MTE) routing [16], which employs as
edge cost the required energy to transmit over that edge. A
similar metric is used by Minimum Residual Energy (MRE)
[9], which employs as edge cost the inverse of the residual
energy of the receiver (edge cost depends on the direction). A
significant difference of MRE (apart from the metric) is that it
requires a complete construction of the forwarding tree after
each round, due to the fact that the nodal energies continually
change.
Some methods of data gathering, e.g., Sink Betweenness
(SBet) [17], do not depend on trees. SBet is a centrality metric,
similar to normal betweenness, which measures the number
of shortest paths that pass through a node as a percentage of
the total number of shortest paths [17]. In SBet forwarding,
a node transmits to neighbors closer to the sink than itself,
with a probability related to the SBet of each neighbor (higher
probability for the smaller SBet).
A forwarding policy similar to the one proposed here is
Maximum Capacity Path (MCP) [18]. The characterization of
an entire path is based on a property of a single node along
the path, instead of the total sum of path’s edges. A node
selects as its next-hop neighbor the one that (i) is closer to the
sink (in number of hops); and (ii) belongs to the path with the
maximum capacity (i.e., the minimum residual energy of all
nodes that belong to the particular path).
III. N ETWORK AND V ULNERABILITY D EFINITIONS
A. Network Model
The network consists of N nodes randomly and uniformly
distributed over a geographical area. If for two nodes u and
v, their euclidean distance x(u, v) is less than or equal to
the maximum transmission range d (i.e., x(u, v) ≤ d), then
edge (u, v) exists and it is assumed that this pair of nodes can
exchange data with each other. The set H(u) of nodes that an
edge exists between them and node u, will be referred to as
the neighbor nodes of node u.
The sink node, denoted as s, is positioned at some point
within the network area. Time is divided in gathering rounds
(denoted by r). It is assumed that during round r, a node
produces one data packet, which has to be delivered to the

sink in a multi-hop manner. Nodes have no storing capabilities,
thus, all generated data need to be delivered to the sink before
the end of the round. Let Br (u) denote the energy left at
the battery of node u available at round r. It is assumed that
initially all nodes have the same energy level.
Energy consumption follows a simple model [14], where the
transmission of one data packet over distance x(u, v) between
nodes u and v, requires energy κ + λx2 (u, v) (κ and λ constants depending on the system). It is assumed here that data
packet transmissions are the dominant factor with respect to
energy consumption. All other causes of energy consumption
(see for example [19]), such as energy for receiving, sensing,
etc., are negligible compared to transmissions. Furthermore, κ
is negligible compared to λx2 (u, v), thus, the energy cost of
edge (u, v) is proportional to the square of distance x2 (u, v).
B. Vulnerability
Let pr (u) denote the particular path that data packets follow
between node u and the sink s at round r. For any node
u, let its parent node p̂r (u) be the particular neighbor that
node u forwards its data packets, or else the first node of
path pr (u), for the particular round r. Given the previously
described model, the energy consumed for transmitting a data
packet over distance x(u, p̂r (u)) is proportional to the square
of this distance, x2 (u, p̂r (u)).
As the energy left at a node’s u battery decreases, this node
is more vulnerable to stop operating when compared to other
nodes. Let fraction,
vr (u) =

x2 (u, p̂r (u))
,
Br (u)

(1)

denote the node vulnerability of node u at round r. By
convention, node vulnerability of the sink node is zero.
As data packets are forwarded from node u towards the sink
along path pr (u), energy is consumed from the batteries of all
nodes v ∈ pr (u). Let path vulnerability of path pr (u) be the
maximum node vulnerability among all nodes of path pr (u),
denoted as Vr (u) for node u at round r and given by,
Vr (u) = max vr (v).
∀v∈p(u)

(2)

Note that node vulnerability is a local property, directly related
to an edge, whereas path vulnerability is a global property
which characterizes the entire path.
IV. T HE P ROPOSED F ORWARDING P OLICY
The aim of the proposed policy is to let nodes decide
on possibly different parents at each round depending on
the minimum value of their path vulnerability. This decision
requires for every round r all nodes u to be informed about
the path vulnerabilities Vr (v) of their neighbor nodes. In order
to avoid sending unnecessary messages (e.g., when flooding
approaches are employed) regarding path vulnerability values,
the aim here is to reduce the needed messages by suitably
selecting the set of nodes the messages will be forwarded to.
Initially, a shortest-cost tree T is constructed, e.g., by a
distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm, with edge cost given by

Equation (1). Assuming the same initial energy level of nodes’
batteries, it is evident that according to Equation (1) the only
factor that changes among nodes is the square of the edge’s
length. Any path of T , from a node u to the sink s, has
the minimum total sum of cost, which is also considered as
the cost c(u) of node u. After the construction of the initial
tree T , each node becomes aware of its own cost along with
its neighbors cost. For a node u eligible parents, denoted by
K(u), are those neighbors with cost less than its own cost
c(u), i.e., K(u) = {v : v ∈ H(u), c(u) > c(v)}. Neighbors
with cost greater than c(u) are the non-eligible parents L(u) of
u, i.e., L(u) = {v : v ∈ H(u), c(u) < c(v)}. The following
lemma establishes that these two sets are mutually exclusive
almost surely.
Lemma 1. Any neighbor v of u is either an eligible node (i.e.,
v ∈ K(u)) or non-eligible
T one (i.e., v ∈ L(u)) almost surely,
or equivalently, K(u) L(u) = ∅ and H(u) = K(u) ∪ L(u)
almost surely.
Proof. The cost of a node is a sum of distances’ squares
between the particular node and the sink node. Given that
nodes are randomly distributed and distance is a continuous
variable, the probability for any two nodes to have the same
cost is almost surely zero. For any v ∈ H(u) the expression
c(v) 6= c(u) holds true almost surely, therefore, v is either a
member of K(u) or a member of L(u) almost surely.
Any node u is allowed to forward data packets through
eligible parents only. This constraint prevents the formation
of loops and also it guarantees that data packets are always
transfered closer to the sink after each hop. Note that eligible
parents do not change during a network’s lifespan. For the
sink node, all its neighbors are non-eligible parents.
During each round r, each node u is aware of its own
node vulnerability vr (u) given by Equation (1). However,
there is no knowledge about its own path vulnerability Vr (u).
Furthermore, during a round, energy is consumed due to the
forwarded data packets and therefore, both node and path
vulnerabilities have to be re-evaluated after each round. At
the beginning of a new round r, the sink sends to all of
its neighbor nodes its own path vulnerability (by definition
zero). Upon receiving such a message (which also indicates
a new round), a node waits to receive the path vulnerabilities
from all of its eligible parents. Then, it calculates its own path
vulnerability and forwards the result to all of its non-eligible
parents. This distributed algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Note that “hello” messages are regularly exchanged among
neighbor nodes and therefore, path vulnerabilities could be
easily piggybacked in these messages.
It is interesting to observe that the sink node s will not
execute the while loop (lines 4-13) since K(s) = ∅ and
Vr (s) = 0, ∀r. However, all non-eligible parents of the sink
node, will receive the path vulnerability (lines 14-16). This
message actually triggers the update of path vulnerabilities
and parent node selection throughout the network. Each node
u that executes Algorithm 1 receives the path vulnerabilities

Algorithm 1 The Proposed Forwarding Policy.
u : the node that executes this algorithm
r: the current round
S: a set of nodes
1: S ← K(u);
2: Vr (u) ← ∞;
3: p̂r (u) ← nill;
4: while S 6= ∅ do
5:
wait until a new Vr (v) is received;
6:
S ← S − {v};
⊲ Remove v from S
⊲ Check whether v is a better parent node
⊲ Primed variables
hold tentative values
2
7:
vr′ (u) ← xBr(u,v)
(u) ;
8:
Vr′ (u) ← max (vr′ (u), Vr (v));
9:
if Vr′ (u) < Vr (u) then
⊲ A smaller vulnerability has been found
10:
Vr (u) ← Vr′ (u);
11:
p̂r (u) ← v;
12:
end if
13: end while
⊲ Send the path vulnerability to all non-eligible parents
14: for ∀v ∈ L(u) do
15:
Send Vr (u) to node v;
16: end for

of its eligible parents (line 5), selects the proper parent node
that corresponds to the minimum path vulnerability (lines 712) and sends its own path vulnerability to its own noneligible parents (lines 14-16). According to this approach, path
vulnerabilities are propagated throughout the network in an
asynchronous distributed manner, and the number of messages
required for each round is equal to the number of edges. The
following Lemma 2 shows that there is no deadlock with
respect to Algorithm 1.
Lemma 2. All nodes terminate the execution of Algorithm 1
within a finite time interval.
Proof. Consider an array of all nodes sorted according to their
cost, in ascending order. The first node of the array is the sink
(which has zero cost) and the last node is the one that has
the highest cost. According to Lemma 1 there are no equal
costs among nodes, consequently, the sorted array is unique.
By definition, the eligible parents of a node u are always lying
on the left of u’s position in the considered array.
Base case: The sink always terminates its while loop
(lines 4-13), since it has no eligible parents. The second
node of the array (the first after the sink) only has one
eligible parent, the sink. Therefore, it always receives the path
vulnerability of the sink and executes its own while loop within
finite time.
Inductive case: Assume that all the nodes from the second to
the ith position of the array have finished the execution of the
while loop (lines 4-13). The node at the (i + 1)th position
receives the path vulnerabilities of all eligible parents and
terminates its own while loop.
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Fig. 1. First Death Time versus g, (a) sink at center, (b) sink at corner.

Lifetime is defined as the time until a severe network
partitioning is occurred [22]. Network’s demise is recognized
by the sink from the sharp reduction in the amount of the
delivered data. Fig. 2 depicts simulation results demonstrating
that the proposed policy is not that good as the best one (on
average 13% lower than MTE forwarding policy). However,
it is observed that it performs better than the other four
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Fig. 2. Lifetime versus g, (a) sink at center (b) sink at corner.

Throughput is defined as the total number of data packets
received by the sink during the network’s lifetime. As observed
in Fig. 3 throughput under the proposed policy is slightly
larger than that of MTE and significantly larger than the rest
forwarding policies.
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Simulations have been contacted in a custom Java program.
The proposed forwarding policy is compared with the five
similar policies already presented in Section II: (i) the Shortest
Path (SP) tree (edge cost equals the euclidean distance); (ii)
the SBet tree; (iii) the Maximum Residual Energy (MRE) tree;
(iv) the Maximum Capacity Path (MCP); and (v) the Minimum
Transmission Energy (MTE) tree. The network consists of
N = 2000 identical nodes, randomly and uniformly distributed
over a unitary square area. All nodes have the ability to adjust
their transmission range according to the distance between
each node and its parent node. All nodes have the same
maximum transmission range d. Given
p the average number
of neighbor nodes g, then d =
g/(πN ) [20]. Energy
consumption follows the model described in Section III-A.
No energy is consumed here due to possible collisions or
retransmissions, assuming an ideal Data Link Layer.
The initial energy of nodes is critical for a fair comparison
of forwarding policies. For example, if nodes are provisioned
with an excessive amount of energy, then differences among
the various forwarding policies are sometimes hardly noticeable. On the other hand, if the initial energy is significantly
small, then the network stops operating after a few rounds
resulting in not easily evaluated results. A fair choice is to
provision nodes with an amount of energy related to the
network size, i.e., each sensor has enough energy to transmit
N data packets as far as its maximum transmission range d.
In the sequel, pairs of figures corresponding to two different
locations of the sink, one at the center and one at the upper
right corner of the network area, are presented for various
metrics of interest for all six considered forwarding policies
(the proposed one plus the five previously mentioned).
First Death Time is defined as the time until the first node
runs out of energy [21]. Fig. 1 shows the effective rounds until
the first node failure as a function of the average number of
neighbors. It can be seen that the proposed policy gives the
best results in both cases.

forwarding policies. Despite the fact that a policy may allow
a network to live longer, the number of delivered data packets
may remain small as shown next.
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Fig. 3. Throughput versus g (a) sink at center (b) sink at corner.

Overhead is defined as the average number of control
packets required for delivering a data packet to the sink. An
exact calculation of overhead depends on the actual implementation of each forwarding policy. The aim here is to give
an estimation of the control overhead for all six forwarding
policies in order to allow for a fair comparison. For example,
the number of basic operations required by the Bellmand-Ford
algorithm is about N times the number of links. Similarly, a
broadcast over a tree is one basic operation. It is assumed here
that a basic operation corresponds to one control packet. These
rules are applied to all policies. Note that the exact number of
the exchanged messages between nodes is much larger than the
control packets as estimated here. As observed from Fig. 4, the
proposed policy lies in-between the other policies with respect
to the overhead.
Latency is defined as the average number of hops for a data
packet to cover the distance from the initial node to the sink.
The proposed policy favors small hops over long ones and for
that reason its latency is significantly larger than the other four
policies, even though, lower than MTE, as depicted in Fig. 5.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

The forwarding policy proposed in this paper relies on
changing the paths that data packets follow towards the sink in
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a wireless sensor network given the path vulnerability metric
that is defined here. As evaluated against other forwarding
policies, using simulations, the proposed policy was shown
that increases the time period until the first node runs out of
energy as well as throughput and behaves close to the other
policies with respect to network lifetime, overhead and latency.
Future work will attempt to further reduce the overhead and
increase the network’s lifetime in the particular convergecast
environment.
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